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This Book is the Real Deal American Fix not only educated me about the criminal underbelly
existing in the wonderful world of addiction, nonetheless it provided me with, inspiration,
strength, and courage to take steps to support those struggling with recovery also to hold
those at fault accountable. This reserve is important. Also, it tells the brave story of its writer,
Ryan Hampton, whose recovery, candor, and courage are extraordinary to read and a
motivational base that to take action. Good Good read Eye opener Awesome book. Thank you
Ryan and can’t wait to meet up you! The addiction crisis is destroying our communities. This
book truly tells it like it is! Probably, you or someone you understand has been affected by
addiction. But what exactly are we doing about it???Ryan Hampton, a respected national
advocate and modification maker, was brave and bold enough to finally SPEAK OUT and
speak the reality. Hampton's struggle with opiod addiction, his trip through recovery, and what
he believes are the answers to the ongoing prescription medication epidemic we are facing
right here, in America. A must go through for anyone who has or currently is, struggling with
addiction. Many of our fellow Americans are dying! Something needs to change and he offers
great insight on you skill to produce a difference in your own community. It’s time for all of us
to problem the position quo and speak up about what is in fact happening in our country.
People suffering should not be appeared down upon. Well done Mr. Hampton We can fix this
together I loved this reserve couldn’t put it down. In American Fix, Hampton outlines how
authorities, communities, businesses, rehabs, can resolve the opioid epidemic by
decriminalizing and destigmatizing substance abuse disorder so that it can be treated for what
it really is, a disease that rewires the mind. If you have someone you care about who is
suffering from this disorder it is a must read healing awaits on the pages of the book I no more
felt alone discarded as a mother who has a daughter with element use disorder. I sensed
understood after years of family discord brothers and sister dealing with their sister as if she
got a contagious disease. Addiction can be a deadly disease does not have any boundaries
and will effect all of life. I am giving this publication out at Christmas to my family to allow
them to now hopefully understand their sister and just why I never ever stopped loving her
from hell and back again. I am a Mom in recovery from a girl with a substance use disorder
and I love her. Many thanks Ryan for everything you have carried out and continue steadily to
do to bring awareness and healing to all involved with this tragic disease your publication is
the best I have continue reading this tragically fatal disorder I have hope A path forward This
book is indeed well thought out. A mixture of actual, personal grit and analysis of plan with a
clear path forward. The authors performance upon this audio book is indeed emotional,
because this open public health crisis can be maddening. I struggled with dependence on
opioids for years without anyone close to me knowing. A nonstop ride into the nation's
Addiction Criss I couldn't put this book down. Ryan's writing is usually fluid and insightful, and
his own journey is normally a harrowing mirror for America's descent into complete opioid
addiction. Enough time is now American Fix is definitely a eye-starting book that sheds light
on the opioid crisis and steps we are able to take to face it. Ryan provides us authorization to
use our tale to be a catalyst for modification by sharing his personal story. This is simply not
the time to end up being silent. You will be glad you examine/listened to this book.! Addiction
affects us all. Excellent read! We need more folks in recovery from addiction to share their
stories out loud so others can learn and benefit from. Real Strategy to turn the tide on The
Opiate Epidemic As the mother of a person in Recovery from drug abuse disorder, it is
powerful to read about applications that are helping people across the country. The problem
is so vast, and the numbers of people dying each day still continues to grow. Ryan Hampton



tells us at length what's needed now to turn the tide.Thank you Ryan Hampton meant for your
work. They suffer from an illness and really should have the help that they need. Have you
heard? Even though I have lived with a substance user this book opened my eye to a lot more
in the opioid crisis.? It wasn’t until I confronted a few near-death experiences and losing my
freedom that I came across help. Ryan can be advocating for this & His non-profit Facing
Addiction is attempting to change the general public’s perception of medication make use of
disorder by having former abusers tell their tales. dying! A significant read for solving the U.!
opioid epidemic Ryan Hampton, in recovery for ten years from opioid abuse, really wants to
take the shame away of addiction. Ryan’s honest personal truth about compound use disorder
from the beginning of his knowledge up to how do we repair this.! Wesley Davidson American
fix is crucial read. Ryan is a distinctive and powerful voice in the recovery movement and his
encounters before and after his recovery are crucial to our continue as a community
recovering from this epidemic. Important read This book provides important information o
substance use disorders, the effect on the person, family, and community .. Most significant it
discusses the importance of harm reduction. American Fix: Inside the Opioid Addiction Crisis-
and How to End It, by Ryan Hampton, can be an honest and heartfelt story of Mr. Lives Must
Be Saved! Please, I encourage you to have a look at this book. That is a CRISIS!S.! Too many
people are suffering &! It sickens me what the pharmaceutical businesses have done & should
be held in charge of. . But even more, better and easily available treatment for all those
suffering is usually desperately needed. Thank you Ryan, for your enthusiasm, perseverance,
and courage. We are with you!! I believe that everyone that reads his publication will too.
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